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Postal address: Phillip de Langes Allé, København K, DK-1435. 
henrik.almegaard@karch.dk

Abstract 

A new statical and conceptual model for membrane shell structures - the stringer system - has been 
found. The principle was first published at the IASS conference in Copenhagen [OHL91], and later the 
theory has been further developed [ALM03] [ALM04]. From the analysis of the stringer model it can 
be concluded that all membrane shells can be described by a limited number of basic configurations of 
which quite a few have free edges (Figure 1). 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Basic membrane shell configurations, with respectively positive (K>0), zero (K=0) and 
negative (K<0) Gaussian curvature. Characteristics are shown on the surfaces with zero and negative 
Gaussian curvature. Edges with double lines have to be double supported, edges with single lines have 
to be single supported and edges with no lines are free. 

The stringer system is a triangular single layer truss system, which has a systematic topology and a 
geometry that corresponds to the curvature of the considered surface. These features ensure that the 
system is a valid static and geometrical model of the membrane shell and make it possible to control 
the static determinacy of the system.  
 
The stringer system is consisting of three sets of stringers, where each stringer is a chain of bars (Figure 
2).  
 

 
Figure 2. A stringer can be considered as a chain of bars. The short lines illustrate supports. 

All the stringer systems can be reduced to a few basic stringer systems, which in principle all are 
statically determinate, but differ in the connectivity and in the way the edge is supported. Generally 
either all the joints along the edge have to be supported in one direction, or the edge will be divided 
into sections, where the joints either will have to be supported in two directions – named “double 
supported”, in one direction – named “single supported”, or will be free. 
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In the stringer model the bars along the edge – curved or straight - can be considered as a stringer. The 
statical conditions for the stringer can be analysed by simple geometry and from that, the more general 
conditions for the two types of supports can be extracted. An interesting point is that membrane shells 
can be supported in the normal direction perpendicular to the tangent plane 
 
Basic designs of the two types of supports corresponding to different structural shell systems will be 
given and a few examples of how such systems have been designed in practice will be described.    

The stringer 

The stringer is a mathematical abstraction illustrating a rope that is perfectly bendable but completely 
non-stretchable and uncompressible. Hence it can be considered as a chain of bars connected by 
frictionless joints. A stringer can be successively built, starting with a rigidly supported single joint and 
adding one bar and one joint at a time, supporting each new joint in two directions (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. The principle of a successively built stringer. A support is illustrated by a short line at the 

supported joint. 

The stringer can be seen as a very simple space truss system. This system obviously complies with 
Maxwell’s rule: 
 
 S + U = 3 K     (1) 
 
where S is the number of bars, U is the number of supports and K the number of joints [MAX64].  
 
The successively built stringer will be kinematically and geometrically determinate i.e. statically 
determinate if: 

 one single joint is supported in three directions, i.e. it is rigidly supported.  
 every other joint is supported in two directions and  
 the plane defined by these two directions does not contain any of the bars of the stringer 

connected to the considered joint (Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4. The stringer S1S1’ is supported in two directions in the joint K0, by S2 and S3. Assume S1 is 
rigidly supported in K1, then S1’ is rigidly supported in K0 if only the plane defined by S2 and S3 does 
not contain either of S1or S1’. 

This last condition is called “the condition for local determinacy”. 
 
Regarding the stringer as a rope or a space curve, the condition for local determinacy means that for 
every point of the curve, the plane defined by the directions of the two supports in the considered point, 
should not coincide with the osculation plane of the curve in this point. 

Double Supports 

Now considering a section of an edge of a shell structure as a stringer, it is seen that it will be statically 
determinate i.e. rigid, if: 



 one single point is supported in three directions, i.e. it is rigidly supported.  
 all the rest of the edge in the section is supported in two directions  

and  
 for every point these two directions do not coincide with the osculation plane of the edge 

curve in this point. 
 
If the considered edge constitutes a closed curve, the third support of the single joint can be established 
by connecting the two end joints of the stringer with a bar. The resulting system, forming a circle, is a 
non–successively built system (Figure 5).  
 

 
Figure 5. A stringer forming a circle and a non–successively built system. 

Again this system obviously complies with Maxwell’s rule. But such systems can be kinematically 
indeterminate and statically overdeterminate even though they fulfil the conditions for local 
determinacy [TAR80]. Unfortunately especially symmetrical systems, as in (Figure 6), show up to have 
these problems. 
 

           
Figure 6. The supporting of this shell makes up a symmetrical system that might produce a 
kinematically indeterminate and statically overdeterminate structure if only membrane forces are taken 
into consideration.  

Cooling tower Boxberg IV, Power station Boxberg, Tyskland, 1996. Engineer: Krätzig & Partner. 
Photo: www.kraetzigundpartner.de. 
 
A simple topological solution to that problem is to let one joint be supported in three directions and 
another one be supported in just one direction (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. A stringer forming a circle and a successively built system. 

A double support is defined as a system where: 
 in principle every point on the edge is supported in at least two directions  
 these two directions do not coincide with the osculation plane of the edge curve in the 

supported point 
 at least one point on the edge is supported in a third direction, i.e. rigidly supported. 

 
Thus a double support will always support the edge rigidly. In the literature a double supported edge is 
often called fully supported. 
 

            
Figure 8. Symbols for double supports. 

Single supports 

Consider a thin plane wall that will take up only membrane forces – a diaphragm wall – as a support for 
a membrane shell. The thin wall can take up forces in two directions, the two directions of the centre 
plane. But as these two directions actually define the osculation plane of the edge curve, a thin plane 
wall can not double support a shell.  
 
Thinking of the edge as a stringer, it is easily seen that the thin wall will not support the edge stringer in 
the direction perpendicular to the centre plane of the wall. Hence the edge stringer should be 
considered supported in only one direction in all points except for one, where it will be supported in 
two directions (Figure 9).     
 

                       
Figure 9. The principle of single supports. 

A single support is defined as a system where: 
 in principle every point on the edge is supported in one direction.  

 



            
Figure 10. Symbols for single supports. 

Of special interest is the question of single supporting the whole edge of a single connected membrane 
shell surface. Consider a closed convex triangulated truss system, for example an octahedron. Such a 
system constitutes a rigid body, as been proved by [CAU13]. In order to support a rigid body it has to 
be supported in six directions.  
 
Now let one joint be supported in three directions i.e. rigidly supported. If this joint and the bars 
leading from this joint is considered as a supporting structure for the rest of the system, then this 
system can be considered as a single supported triangulated shell surface. In order to get a statically 
determinate structure then three more supports must be added.  
 
This means that a single connected shell surface that is single supported all along the edge in addition 
has to be supported in three directions.  
 
From the Cauchy proof it can be concluded, that single connected shell surfaces that are single 
supported all along the edge will be statically determinate, if the directions of the single supports and 
the shell surface together constitute a convex surface (and it in addition is supported in three 
directions). This is not a necessary condition. Shells having negative Gaussian curvature can be 
statically determinate, when single supported all along the edge, if the supports have specific directions 
[ALM04]. But as these systems are non-successively built, the problem has not yet been solved in a 
general way. Further research is needed in this area. Until then, it must be concluded that:  

 a single connected shell surface that is single supported all along the edge has to have three 
extra supports to be statical determinate 

 a double connected shell surface that is single supported all along the edge can be statical 
determinate 

 these structures will be statically determinate if the directions of the supports and the shell 
surface together constitute a convex surface. 

Basic stringer systems 

The extra supports needed for the double and single supported edges would “automatically” appear 
from a stringer analysis of the shell as they do from the basic stringer systems (Figure 11). 
 

 
   A                                B                                    C                                 D 
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Figure 11. The basic stringer systems. 



A One edge section is double supported and one section is free. One point on the double 
supported edge is supported in three directions. 

B One edge section is double supported, two sections are single supported and one section is 
free. One point on the double supported edge is supported in three directions. 

C The whole edge is single supported. Three points on the single supported edge is supported in 
two directions. 

D The six edge sections are alternately double supported and free. One point on each double 
supported edge is supported in three directions. 

E This system resembles system A. One edge section is double supported and one section is 
free. One point on the double supported edge is supported in three directions. 

F Double connected surface. One edge is double supported and the other edge is free. as 
mentioned above one point on the edge should be supported in three directions 

G Double connected surface. Both edges are single supported. 
 
Please note that except for the conditions concerning the extra supports, the osculation plane for the 
double supports and the convexity of the single supports, there are no special conditions concerning the 
directions of the supports relative to the tangent plane of the shell surface. It is though obvious that 
concentrated forces will appear along the edge i.e. in the edge stringer, if the edge is not supported in 
the tangent plane of the shell surface. 

Basic support designs  

Membrane shell structures in principle can be designed either with smooth curved surfaces or with 
facetted surfaces. For facetted surfaces three different structural systems exist:  

 triangular facets with six-way1 vertices generate concentrated (lattice) forces along the edges 
leading to the well known triangulated lattice/truss shell structures  

 quadrangular facets with four-way vertices as in facetted translation shells [VAN 95] generate 
concentrated (lattice) forces along the edges and shear (plate) forces in the facets leading to a 
hybrid type of structure  

 hexagonal1 facets with three-way vertices generate shear and normal (plate) forces in the 
facets leading to plate structures [WES 84] (Figure 12). 

 

    
 
Figure 12. Triangulated truss - , quadrangular hybrid - and three-way vertices plate shell structures. 
 
The shell supports can be designed corresponding to these different structural shell systems as 
illustrated in (Figure 13 –16). 
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Figure 13. Examples of shell supports designed corresponding with smooth shells. 
a) Double support, rigid support resulting in statical indeterminacy in the shell surface near the edge 
b) Double support, by a curved vertical shell  
c) Double support, by a curved shell in the tangent plane 
d) Single support, plane plate, often called diaphragm wall 
e) Single support, plane edge beam 
f) Single support, shear support.  
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Figure 14. Examples of shell supports designed corresponding with truss shells. 
a) Double support, double bars - vertical and horizontal  
b) Double support, double bars - constituting a curved vertical wall  
c) Double support, double bars - in the tangent plane 
d) Single support, single vertical bars  
e) Single support, plane truss beam 
f) Single support, single bars supported in one point.  
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Figure 15. Examples of shell supports designed corresponding with plate shells. 
a) Double support, double plates - supporting in tangential and normal direction  
b) Double support, plates - constituting a curved facetted vertical wall  
c) Double support, plates - in the tangent plane 
d) Single support, plane (diaphragm) wall  
e) Single support, plane beam 
f) Single support, plates in tangential direction.  
 

  
 
Figure 16. Examples of shell supports designed corresponding with hybrid shells. 
a) Double support, single plates - supporting the edge joints in normal and vertical direction  
b) Double support, single plates – supporting the edge joints in tangential and vertical direction. 

Examples 

In practice the structural system of the supports does not have to correspond to the structural system of 
the shell.  
 
Example 1.  
Translation grid shell covered with glass. The shear forces in the quadrangular facets are taken by 
prestressed diagonal wires. The shell is supported on vertical columns as in (Figure 14 d) along all four 
edges. Only the corners are rigidly supported (Figure 17). 
 

 
Figure 17. Schlüterhof, Deutche Historishes Museum, Berlin, 2002. Architect: I.M. Pei, Engineer: 
Schlaich Bergermann und Partner. Photo: www.sbp.de

http://www.sbp.de/


Example 2.  
Smooth curved reinforced concrete shell.  The apparently free edges are single supported as in (Figure 
14 d) by radial tension rods anchored in the hexagonal “ring” beam between the columns (Figure 18).   
 

  
Figure 18. Market in Algeciras, Spain, 1933. Architect: M. Sanchez Arcas, Engineer: Eduardo Torroja. 
Photo: [ORD99]. 

Example 3.  
Facetted cylindrical shell of the Franz Zollinger type which has some bending stiffness. The shell 
consists of relatively narrow sections that are single supported along their curved edges by a truss 
system as in (Figure 14 e). The truss is prestressed by the outward forces from the shell and rigidly 
supported by vertical plates as in (Figure 16 a) outside the walls. The lacking support of the straight 
edges must be compensated for by the bending stiffness of the system and the relatively short distance 
between the supports on the vertical plates (Figure 19). 
 

  
Figure 19. Exhibition center, Rimini, Italy, 2001. Architect: Von Gerkan, Marg & Partners, Engineer: 
Favero & Milan Ingegneria Srl  (Konsulenter: Schlaich Bergermann und Partner). Photo: www.gmp-
architekten.de, Bauen mit holz 2/2002. 

Example 4.  
Smooth curved reinforced concrete shell. The shell structure consists of three parts. The middle part is 
part of the supporting of the outer shells. It is single supported on plane beams along both the curved 
edges and on the curved beams above the footbridge crossing through the structure. The two outer 
shells are rigidly double supported as in (Figure 13 a) on the middle part along one curved edge, single 
supported along the straight edges by the horizontal plate on each side of the shells and free along the 
outer curved edge (Figure 20).    
 

http://www.gmp-architekten.de/
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Figure 20. Zementhalle, Zürich, Schweitz, 1938. Architect /Engineer: Robert Maillart. Photo / figure: 
[JOE 62]. 

Example 5.  
Facetted plate shell with hexagonal elements. The shell is double supported as in (Figure 16 b) on tree 
cylindrical shells formed as vertical hexagonal facetted and truncated tubes (Figure 21).  
 

  
Figure 21. Plate shell prototype constructed of massive plywood elements. Horsholm. Denmark 1991. 
Design: Henrik Almegaard. 
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